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Juniors
Heat 1
Heat 1 saw Jordan Cain on
pole position, Jordan made a
good start while the pack
bunched up into turn 2, Seb
Duesbury made a very

Heat 2
Andres Moreno Rincon made
his Junior InKart debut in
heat 2. Although the random
grid had him starting in last
position he was quick to

Heat 3
Ioan Evans on pole position
for heat 3, he got a good
start but was struggling to
break away from the pack,
th
Andre started in 4 position

Heat 4
Pole position for Heat 4 was
Andres ahead of Alex
Bomberg and Nathan Smith.
Andres got a good start and

aggressive start pushing his
way through the opening
turns and eventually spinning
Oliver Flexen round as they
came onto the bridge. Seb
was given a black flag for this

manoeuvre. All the action
middle of the pack gave
Jordan a comfortable race
win ahead of Harry Eyre and
Ioan Evans.

make his way through the
field, gaining 4 positions in 2
th
laps and eventually taking 4
place. A close race out front
saw Nathan Smith take the
lead off Seb on lap 3 closely

followed by Jordan moving
nd
up into 2 position. Seb held
rd
on to take 3 place which he
was very happy with after his
black flag in heat 1.

but quickly dismissed Oscar
nd
and Harry for 2 , whilst
Jordan managed to avoid the
first lap mayhem to move
rd
himself up into 3 by lap 3. 2
laps to go Andres and Jordan
manage to pass Ioan, Andres

pass at hairpin 2 was under
investigation but on review
was judged as a clean
overtake. Andres took the
win ahead of Jordan and
Ioan.

led from start to finish, while
Alex looked to struggle
th
dropping down to 4 . Jordan
th
made his way up from 5 to

2 but Andres was too far
ahead by this point. Nathan
rd
held on for 3 with Oliver
th
Aloul 4 .

end of lap 1. Oliver Aloul
made a mistake at hairpin 2
on lap 2 spinning and
dropping down into last
position. Meanwhile Andres
was on his way through the

pack after starting in 6
position, by lap 4 he was in
rd
3 , then took the race lead
on the penultimate lap as
Seb and Ioan managed to
pass Oliver Flexen.

the race, Unfortunately for
Andres a black flag was
issued for the manoeuvre
th
putting him down into 9
position. This gave Jordan a

clear lead and moved Nathan
and Seb into the podium
positions. 2 laps to go and
Seb makes a good overtake
nd
on Nathan to take 2 Place
behind Jordan. Nathan
rd
finished 3 .

Heat 5
After a strong race in heat 4
Oliver Aloul was on pole for
the final heat, Oliver Flexen
nd
rd
2 and Harry Knowles 3 .
Oliver Flexen made the best
st
start moving up into 1 at the

nd

th

The Final
Andres on pole position for
the final with Jordan
alongside him on the front
row. A very close race
between these 2 as Jordan
looked to have the pace but
was unable to make a pass
with Andres driving a strong
defensive race. Lap 3 and
Jordan dived for the inside
into hairpin 3! He makes the
move stick but Andres tries
to fight back. Lap 6 Andres
gives Jordan a little tap going
into the final hairpin, this
pushes Jordan wide enough
for Andres to get up the
inside and retake the lead of

